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There’s a problem with our two faced Keir, he‘s always looking the wrong way
He’s jumped down from off that fence
To attack the left, and make the workers pay
Attack the left, and make the workers pay

We’re at a fork in the road, says Comrade Calmer
So let’s all take the corporate direction
Secure, Protect and Rebuild, and make those right wing selections
And make those right wing selections (like Liverpool!)

We saw the rise of brother Corbyn, and the thousands who answered the call
It was the many they were goin’ to stick it to the few,
That was the plan before the orchestrated fall
That was the plan before the orchestrated fall

Chorus

So Keith says, wrap yourself in the butcher’s apron
It’s a jingoistic dream
Sell it well to the voters behind the red wall, forgotten and unseen
Behind the red wall, forgotten and unseen

He’s sorting out the anti-semites lurking there in Labour’s ranks
Start with the best anti-fascists
Who call out Israel for killing Gaza’s children with their tanks
They call out Israel for killing children with their tanks

There’s not much comment on the workers on strike at British Gas
But bail out the corporations
And let’s have more misery for the working class
And have more misery for the working class

Chorus
What’s the point of Keir Starmer, he’s a lawyer and he’s a Knight
He’s a friend to the Tories and their bosses
He’s the Witch Hunter General, and he’s looking for a fight
He’s the Witch Hunter General, and he’s looking for a fight (with the wrong side!)

The Last Chorus

What’s the point of Keir Starmer, he’s no friend of yours or mine
Let’s make the battle heat a little warmer ’cos Keith is running out of time
Yeah, Keith is running out of time
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